
West Highland Way 2014 Race report 
By Peter Harper 
I'm still relatively new to this ultra scene, but obviously race reports 
are part of the therapy. Here's mine: 
This being the first time I had run the WHW, or any race over 70 
miles, I decided to do the easy thing and copy someone much more 
accomplished than me. Rosie Bell had run it eight times before and 
won the ladies race the previous year in 19h 35m, conveniently inside 
my own sub-20 target. So I used her times to make my own schedule. 
On the start line I shook the hand of Hiroki Ishikawa, rumoured to 
have turned up from Japan unannounced the day before the race. 
Assuming we were all crazy to be running at all, I wondered what that 
made him? Then we set off through Milngavie, yelling loudly to wake 
the sleeping residents. Initially I focused on maintaining an easy pace 
and running my own race, ignoring my yellow streak - which was 
begging me to seek company with another runner. In the darkness, 
the familiarity of my local training route was reassuring. Dawn broke 
on the way up Conic and I was only slightly concerned that Jamie 
might have slept in. Of course I needn't have worried, and found the 
poor man sheltering in his car from the black clouds of midges 
outside. Ten minutes ahead of schedule, I scoffed Muller Rice and 
swapped the race vest for a bum bag. 
I set off again, confident that no midge would keep pace with a racing 
Scot. Sadly, the blighters were a step ahead and simply latched on as 
I brushed them aside. My smooth, reciprocal running form soon 
degenerated into a strangely unbalanced affair, with the bottom half 
maintaining a steady cadence while the top half bent and slapped 
spasmodically. Despite this, Rowardennan also appeared ten 
minutes early and I was grateful to the wardens for opening the public 
facilities. It would have been even better if they'd turned the lights on, 
and I briefly regretted leaving my torch in Balmaha. 
The path to Inversnaid was easy going, with lovely views over the 
glassy loch. By now the field was stretching out, but there was always 
another runner or two nearby. The kind folks of Trossachs MRT were 
well protected in full jungle gear, but by this time my forearms 
resembled pincushions and I wasn't keen to hang about. Besides, my 



ten minute cushion had stretched to fifteen and I was eager to get 
even further ahead. North of Inversnaid, the path diminished to an 
erratic singletrack through the trees and I was frequently reduced to 
walking. But the food and drink was going down well and I was 
looking forward to seeing Jamie again at Beinglas Farm. 
Once again though, the checkpoint was a midge fest. Forty miles 
gone and now I was 20 minutes up on Rosie 2013. However, she 
must have been upgraded in the interim, because Rosie 2014 was 15 
minutes ahead again. I ate my custard and berries walking in circles 
then set off for Auchtertyre. So far, the dry forecast had held true, but 
now the Scottish weather returned to form with a brief downpour. It 
didn't last and soon I was jogging along in pleasant sunshine. The 
steady climb up the glen was full of anticipation. I hadn't recce'd north 
of Loch Lomond and every step was a journey of discovery, even 
more so because I'd left the map for this section in the support bag. 
By now I was largely on my own, with just one other runner 
occasionally in view. The welcome in Auchtertyre was once again 
fantastic, leaving me feeling like I'd crossed the finish line in pole 
position. Unfortunately there were still 45 miles to go and the weight 
check said I'd lost my maximum allowed three kilos. Suitably 
admonished, Stephanie set about stuffing me to bursting then sent 
me off with a roll in hand. 
Refreshed by a swift tooth brush and a change into shorts, the nine 
miles to Bridge of Orchy were a pleasure, enlivened by the 
appearance of the leading Relay runners haring along. The glen was 
opening out by now, lifting my spirits and taking my mind off the 
battered soles. Running downhill into the checkpoint, I felt strong with 
plenty in reserve. Gulping down more custard and berries, I was 
cheered by the arrival of Craig and Barry with Max and Lola in tow. 
The dogs were full of enthusiasm. They had no idea. 
It was a stiff climb up Jellybaby Hill, but the descent to Inverornan 
was beautiful despite the condition of the track. More accomplished 
types would describe it as 'technical'. I would call it 'lethal'. Things 
improved on the drove road beyond the hotel, and I was startled to 
find myself overtaking the occasional relay runner, even if they were 
walking. Crossing Ba Bridge, I could see the final climb to Glencoe 
ahead. Still feeling strong, I passed several other runners on the way 



up, obviously struggling. Craig and Barry had come out to meet me 
and it felt good to run into the checkpoint with Craig, who lifted me 
with lots of obvious untruths about how great I looked and even 
managed to fall off the path in his eagerness to give me room. The 
ski area carpark was buzzing and I was still a few minutes up on 
schedule. However this was a crux of sorts - I felt dreamy and 
emotional and struggled to force food down. My supporters were full 
of stories about other runners - tears, injuries and retirements. Better 
to keep moving, only 25 miles to go. 
My support met me again at the base of the Devil's Staircase, with 
the surprising news that because I was four hours behind the leader, 
Craig could run with me. Thanks Paul! Up we went, 22 minutes to the 
top and then the long, long descent to Kinlochleven. My feet were 
sore, my legs were sore, I was bushed but I still felt confident - we 
were on schedule. Except we weren't. As the descent went on and on 
and on, and unfeasibly fresh-looking runners appeared from nowhere 
to overtake us, my ETA at the next checkpoint got pushed back and 
back. Rosie, reliable as a Swiss watch so far, was letting me down. 
The 25 minute buffer built into the schedule was all used up. Running 
into Kinlochleven, we were 25 minutes behind schedule and up 
against it. And if I'd been so much slower than Rosie on the previous 
leg, how would I fare on the next - with the longest climb? The good 
news was my weight was up, obviously I was doing OK at something. 
I threw some food down and decided to focus on the positives. Only 
14 miles to go and I would get there as soon as I could. 
Up and up I went, climbing well to the bealach. My mind ticked over 
as the descent began. Checking the map, I saw it was four miles 
downhill to Lundavra where my support had promised to meet me so 
that Craig could join me again for the run in. Four miles is nothing, not 
even a warmup run. If I could do that in 40 minutes, I'd be in with a 
chance of making the Fort by nine. I took off, slowly at first, then 
faster. My God, I was actually running fast and pain free. It felt 
fantastic and my determination hardened. I made Lundavra in 30 
minutes from the col, passing some of the fresh-looking runners that 
had passed me before. They didn't look so fresh now. I emptied the 
useless contents of my bum bag on the ground, took a bottle from 
Stephanie and two gels from a stranger and set off with Craig. It felt 



good to run fast together, storming past the runners who'd dogged us 
on our earlier leg. I slowed only long enough to force another gel 
down, and soon we were at the last uphill. Four miles to go. We 
passed another runner and made the top. All downhill from here. Still 
my legs, feet and energy levels were holding up. Could it last to the 
end? We let go on the hill, letting ourselves accelerate and leaning 
into the long bends of the forest road. 
There was a nasty moment at the bottom where the signs dried up for 
a while, but they reappeared and were even augmented with helpful 
orange arrows. Cruising into Fort William, I still felt strong, but happy 
to drop the pace slightly. Sub-20 was in the bag, why kill myself? 
Luckily Craig wasn't so complacent and with 200 metres to go, 
spotted two runners trying to catch us. Did I want to burn them off? Of 
course I bloody did! We sprinted down the main street, so happy to 
see the flags outside the Leisure Centre. Running up to the finish, I 
felt a rush of achievement, shouted "I did it!" and crossed the line. 
19h 50m 24s. You beauty. Thank you Jamie, Stephanie, Craig, Barry, 
Max, Lola and, of course, Rosie. 
 
	  


